APPLICATION STORY

FAIL-PROOF PERIMETER SECURITY FOR
LUKOIL NEFTOCHIM BURGAS
LUKOIL Neftochim Burgas, based in Bulgaria, is the largest oil refinery in
Southeastern Europe, processing 9.5 million ton of crude oil per year. The
Lukoil oil production sites are vital to the Bulgarian economy, but also present
a significant risk. To make sure its critical infrastructure is protected against
unwanted intruders, the company called upon FLIR Systems for a fail-proof
perimeter security solution centered around thermal imaging cameras.
“Lukoil Neftochim Burgas is a strategic
site for Bulgaria. That’s why the security
requirements are so demanding. We
do everything we can to achieve these
requirements,” says Petar Bakalov,
Executive Director at Lukom-A, Lukoil
Neftochim Burgas’s dedicated security
agency.
COST-EFFECTIVE PERIMETER
PROTECTION
Until recently, Lukoil Neftochim Burgas
had used two independent systems
for perimeter security: two fences with
sensor cable systems about five meters
separated from each other. While they
delivered quality results, the installation
was quite expensive: digging, cabling,
and visual cameras and lighting for
visual verification of the detected target.

Thermal cameras allow Lukoil Neftochim Burgas to
control the entire site with a relatively small number
of units.

According to Lyubomir Dimov, project
manager at Lukom-A, the company
therefore
investigated
alternative
solutions: “We decided to try thermal
cameras, because they provide us with
the opportunity to control the entire
territory with a relatively small number
of cameras. When a movement is
detected, we receive an alarm in our
control room. The difference is that,
with the sensor cable system you need
cables, lighting along the perimeter, a
video camera at each 60 m – all this is
more difficult to implement and more
expensive. With thermal cameras, we
always see directly what happens,
regardless of lighting, daytime or
nighttime.”
BETTER VISION, NIGHT AND DAY
Lukoil Neftochim Burgas discovered
the power of thermal imaging by testing

Telelink and its partner 2 Plus Bulgaria recommended
Lukoil Neftochim Burgas to use FLIR thermal imaging
cameras in combination with advanced video analytics
software.
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a small set-up. The company learned that
thermal cameras not only outperform
visual cameras at night, they’re also
highly effective during the day.
Lyubomir Dimov: “Three years ago, we
decided to install cameras to guard a
torch, an installation with a high level
of explosion risk. We were able to
perform tests with a thermal imaging
camera from FLIR and discovered that
even during the day, with a normal color
camera, intruders can get lost in the
greenery, when they wear the same
color of clothes. In contrast, thermal
cameras can still follow them when
they hide behind the bushes. This really
convinced us that thermal imaging
technology was the way forward.”
POWERFUL THERMAL IMAGING
AND VIDEO ANALYTICS
For its petrochemical plant in Burgas,
Lukoil Neftochim Burgas called on
main FLIR distributor for Bulgaria,
Telelink EAD, a leading system
integration company in South-East
Europe, and its partner system
integration company 2 Plus Bulgaria
AD. Together, they proposed FLIR’s FC
and F series cameras in combination
with advanced video analytics
software for achieving a higher level
of perimeter protection.
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Thermal imaging cameras see clearly in almost
any condition: at night, during fog, rain, and in hard
environments, which have bushes, trees and no clean
surface.

With a normal color camera, intruders can get lost
in the greenery, when they wear the same color of
clothes. Thermal cameras can still follow them when
they hide behind the bushes.

Ivan Ilchev, systems technician at
Telelink, comments: “The sensor cable
system that Lukoil Neftochim Burgas
is using has its merits, but it requires
extensive maintenance and the system’s
false alarm rate is relatively high. Also,
a visual CCTV camera system has its
drawbacks. If you consider that the
Lukoil Neftochim Burgas site has a very
big perimeter for surveillance – more
than 22 kilometers, then you actually
would need more than 400 standard
CCTV cameras. However, we knew that
with one thermal imaging camera, you
can easily replace six or seven visual
CCTV cameras. That’s why we advised
Lukoil to use thermal cameras from
FLIR Systems in combination with
advanced video analytics. This is a socalled thermal fence, which is indeed

a very cost-effective solution. What
is so amazing about thermal imaging
cameras is that you can use them in
almost any condition, at night, during
fog, rain, hard environments, like here,
with no clean surface and with bushes
and trees.”

FLIR FC-Series S

Extremely affordable, network-ready fixed
mount cameras
FC-Series S thermal security cameras let you
see intruders and other threats to your facility
clearly in total darkness and in bad weather.
Fully enabled for control and operation over digital and analog networks,
FC-Series S thermal imaging cameras are available in high-resolution
640 × 480, and 320 × 240 formats. The FC-Series S can be integrated in
any existing TCP/IP network and controlled and viewed by a wide range
of networked devices, including a PC, NVR, smart phone or tablet using
FLIR or third-party products. No additional cables are required.

FLIR F-Series

Network-Ready fixed mount cameras
F-Series thermal security cameras let you see
intruders and other threats to your facility
clearly in total darkness and in bad weather.
Fully enabled for control and operation over
digital and analog networks, F-Series thermal
imaging cameras are available in 160 × 120, 320 × 240, and high-resolution
640 × 480 formats, providing up to sixteen times the image clarity and
longer threat detection range performance than lower resolution cameras.

THERMAL CAMERAS: AN
INVESTMENT THAT PAYS OFF
The benefits are very clear for Lukoil
Neftochim. The investment for thermal
cameras is much less than for lighting
and visual cameras around the entire
perimeter. Petyr Bakalov comments:
“Thermal cameras have proven to be
the best solution for us, because of
the specifics of the secured area. The
Lukoil refinery is located in an area
where there is no lighting and most
of our problems occur at night. That’s
why thermal cameras are extremely
convenient for us.”
“The most important benefit is the
reliability of the FLIR cameras – you can
see the object day and night. Shortly after
we had installed the thermal cameras,
we were already able to capture two
groups of intruders who were trying
to enter the Lukoil Neftochim Burgas
territory with the intent of stealing scrap
metal. For me, FLIR is one of the best
camera providers in the world and I will
recommend it to our management so
we can continue our cooperation with
FLIR in the future.”
For more information about thermal
imaging cameras or about this
application, please visit:

www.flir.com/security
The images displayed may not be representative of
the actual resolution of the camera shown. Images for
illustrative purposes only.

